Gusty winds remain a challenge for crews assigned to the Windy and KNP
Complex fires
By Sheyanne N Romero
Visalia Times-Delta, Tuesday, Sept. 28, 2021
Gusty winds will be the main challenge firefighters assigned to the Windy and KNP Complex fires face
today.
But, thanks to cooler temperatures and higher humidity both incidents saw minimal fire growth over the
last 24 hours.
Windy Fire
The fire is 87,318 acres and 4% contained. For the first time in many days, the Windy Fire showed signs
of slowing down and grew just 816 acres from Monday night's acreage estimate.
The fire remained active on the southeast and south sides between Baker Peak and Tobias Peak. It also
bumped into the 2016 Cedar Fire scar, where airborne embers and firebrands are landing and starting
spot fires in the snag patches.
Winds should continue Tuesday across most of the fire area, with gusts 25 to 35 mph over the ridges and
between 15 and 25 mph across the slopes and valleys closer to the Kern River. Temperatures will be 10
to 15 degrees cooler than Monday, ranging from the lower 50s across the high ridges to the lower 70s in
the Kern Valley.
The fire continues to exhibit "high resistance to control," fire officials stated; however, cooler temperatures
and higher humidity in the coming days will help in the fire-fight.
KNP Complex
The fire is 48,344 acres and 8% contained.
Along the northern perimeter, crews are working to protect the Muir Grove by using firing ignitions to
move fire through the grove.
Resources on the east will be securing established containment lines near and within the Giant Forest.
Historical prescribed burns in this area has help crews protect the sequoias.
On the southern flank, resources along Mineral King road will monitor the fire and continue to provide
structure protection to the communities Silver City and Mineral King.
Firefighters on the western perimeter continue to protect homes and infrastructure in the Three Rivers
community and Ash Mountain.
There have been no new evacuation warnings or orders for the KNP Complex in the past 24 hours. All
evacuation warnings and orders that that have been issued are still active.
Due to the increased need for Windy Fire resources, the shelter at the Woodlake Community Center, 145
N. Magnolia St., is not currently operational. Staff are reevaluating and on standby, Tulare County officials
said.
The community center is open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and staff are there to welcome community
members. If there are additional evacuations under the KNP Complex Fire, the shelter could be
reactivated.
The evacuation point at Porterville College is open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., and the shelter at the same location
remains open with plenty of room.
Evacuees with RVs/trailers can find parking at the Porterville College and may also dry camp at the
International Agri-Center, 4500 W. Laspina in Tulare.

Ford goes all-in on electric vehicles with massive multibillion-dollar investment
Phoebe Wall, Howard Detroit Free Press

In the Fresno Bee, Tuesday, Sept. 28, 2021
Ford Motor Co. on Monday night announced a historic investment in its future that will pump more than
$11 billion into manufacturing a strong, dependable supply of essential parts for electric vehicles, creating
nearly 11,000 jobs along the way.
This commitment — the single biggest investment in the history of the 118-year-old automaker — will pay
for a new assembly plant to build all-electric F-Series trucks and three battery plants. It establishes Ford
as a contender in a transportation battle that's evolving in real time as automakers pivot from the internal
combustion engine to battery-operated vehicles.
Ford had already announced an investment over the past two years of $950 million in the Rouge
Complex in Dearborn, Mich., to build the all-electric 2022 F-150 Lightning.
Bringing the battery supply chain to the U.S. insulates Ford from being held hostage by battery shortages
the way the industry has been kneecapped by the global semiconductor chip shortage.
Two battery plants will be built in Glendale, Ken. A battery plant and the truck assembly plant will be built
in Stanton, Tenn. It all pencils out to 5,000 jobs in Kentucky and 5,800 jobs in Tennessee.
This also establishes a clear path to zero-emission vehicles for Ford in North America.
Eyes on China
The investment includes $7 billion from Ford and about $4.4 billion from its joint venture with battery
partner SK Innovation of South Korea, Ford said.
Where batteries are made, and where they're shipped, will be key to automakers' strength in coming
years. China is positioned to be a superpower. Companies in the U.S. want a secure, local supply chain.
General Motors has also taken steps in this direction, as have other competitors in the industry.
"This is a really important strategic bet to in-source these key components. It won't be the last," Ford CEO
Jim Farley said during an interview Monday.
Farley has been making a come-from-behind push on electrification since stepping into the top job at the
company on Oct. 1.
Sold out already
Now he feels the company is positioned to truly compete in the all-electric arena.
"Are we ahead or behind? This announcement puts us ahead. We already have sold out of our first
generation of electric vehicles and we're dealing with that capacity issue now," Farley told the Free Press.
These new plants will produce perhaps twice as much per year as all the batteries made in the U.S. for
automotive use at 129 gigawatts, Farley said.
"It's a million units of batteries — annual," he said. "It's a million vehicles' worth of batteries we're
announcing this week."
With projects in Tennessee and Kentucky, combined with existing SK Innovation supplies made at a plant
in Georgia, Ford now will be able to obtain the 140 gigawatts of battery capacity it has talked about
having in five years, Farley said. "So, it's happening at Ford. Our vehicles are sold out. And three to four
years from now, with all this capacity, we'll have more than a million units of batteries on our hands. ...
This puts us on the map as a leader."
Includes recycling
These are not all the batteries that Ford will need for all electric vehicles in North America, but it's a start,
he said.
The company released this punch list:
—Ford is planning to build a 3,600-acre mega campus in west Tennessee called Blue Oval City,
designed to be the largest, most efficient factory in Ford history. It will include an assembly plant, battery
production and supplier park. Inside the plant, "zero-waste-to-landfill" processes will capture materials

and production scrap at an on site materials collection center to sort and route materials for recycling or
processing either at the plant or off site.
—The assembly plant at Blue Oval City is designed to achieve a vision of carbon neutrality and meet the
company's air emission goals to have a regenerative impact on the local environment through "biomimicry
in design of the plant facility."
—In central Kentucky, Ford will build BlueOvalSK Battery Park, consisting of twin battery plants that will
power a new lineup of Ford and Lincoln vehicles coming to market later this decade. Production of
advanced lithium-ion batteries will begin in 2025.
Ford will begin groundbreaking later this year, Lisa Drake, Ford chief operating officer for North America,
said in an interview with the Detroit Free Press.
Production is targeted to begin in 2025 at both sites in Tennessee and one site in Kentucky, with the
second battery cell facility in Kentucky launching in 2026.
Recycling will be part of the whole operation too, she said.
"This will be the initial capacity that we install as we march towards our 40% EV penetration in 2030,"
Drake said.
The 3,600-acre site in west Tennessee is three times the size of the Rouge, she noted. And there's room
to expand.
"One battery cell plant consumes the energy five times that of Kentucky Truck" in Louisville, she said.
"Requirements to build these types of properties are pretty substantial."
They couldn't be near earthquake or hurricane zones. They needed to be near highways and railways.
Being close to aquifers creates potential to heat and cool portions of the operation efficiently, Drake said.
In addition, officials in Tennessee have set up a fund to pay for vocational training and develop curricula
that teach the skills needed in the workforce, she said.
Tennessee officials said Ford's return to the state is special because of its history.
"Back in 1913, Ford produced wooden wheels and body foundations for Model T Fords in Memphis," said
Beverly Robertson, CEO of the Greater Memphis Chamber, in a statement. "They're returning to
transform the Memphis market and make eco-friendly, carbon-neutral manufacturing the gold standard of
the automotive industry."
Ford opened a Model T assembly plant in Memphis, relocated to a new facility in South Memphis in 1924,
and then relocated to Ohio in 1958.
Ted Townsend, chief economic development officer of the Greater Memphis Chamber, said the Ford
project is "deeply personal" to him.
"Back in 1958, Ford relocated its South Memphis plant to Ohio and my grandfather was unable to
relocate," he said. "Now, 63 years later, I get to be on the team that brought Ford back. It makes this win
that much sweeter."
From Model T to all-electric
With two Ford plants in Louisville, Kentucky's Gov. Andy Beshear knows Ford well and worked to close
this deal. He told the Free Press on Monday that the project involves a $250 million forgivable loan, which
requires the automaker to meet its projections for investment and jobs.
"This is a variation of our normal incentive package," Beshear said. "They'll be able to draw on this loan
over a period of about 20 years. It'll include conveyance of the land, that is the mega site. It's 1,500 acres
off I-65, just about 40 minutes south of Louisville. And the last piece is about $36 million in training."
The state's 100-year relationship with Ford has included everything from Model T production to building
U.S. Army vehicles for World War II, the governor said.

"The most important piece of an automobile moving forward is going to be that battery," Beshear said.
"We will never be a flyover state again. Kentucky is going to be talked about in every boardroom in
America. It is a landmark moment. ... We're humbled that Ford chose us. This isn't just transformational
for Kentucky, it's transformational for Ford. These investments are bets they're making on the future.
They're entrusting us with their future. it is an incredible vote of confidence. We're not going to let them
down."
Beshear said his granddaddy worked in his late teens and early 20s at a Ford plant in Michigan before
becoming a Baptist minister. These days, family loyalty continues.
"I'm a proud driver of Ford vehicles," Beshear said. "In fact, when I ran for attorney general, which was my
first elected job, I drove my hybrid Escape around the state putting 200,000 miles on it. It has never let
me down."
All of this investment is meant to support global operations.
In addition to recent investments in Michigan from Ford, the company said in recent days it will work with
Redwood Materials on a "closed loop domestic supply chain," increasing the production of the upcoming
F-150 Lightning truck to 80,000 trucks annually in Dearborn.
Texas, Michigan get training money
Ford is also investing $90 million in Texas alone and $525 million nationally over the next five years on
auto technician training as vehicle technology continues to improve.
While the new truck assembly plant will be a Ford facility, the three battery plants will be joint ventures
with SK Innovation and subject to organizing by the UAW. Employees will have the ability to choose
whether to unionize and Ford officials said they support their right to that choice.
"We commend Ford for investing in the U.S., resulting in the creation of thousands of good middle-class
jobs. The UAW is eager to work with Ford to continue to assure the culture of manufacturing high quality
vehicles and components for their customers," said UAW Vice President Chuck Browning, head of the
union's Ford department, in a statement.
Volkswagen has a strong presence in Chattanooga, Tenn., where it has all-electric cars and batteries in
pilot production now. The German company has invested more than $800 million in plant expansion.
Tesla on the horizon
Ford has been watching its U.S. competitor Tesla carefully, acknowledging its leadership in the all-electric
manufacturing space — and realizing Ford must do all it can to step up its game now.
"There is a very healthy sense of urgency in the company. The tension and the sense of urgency is from
a competitive environment. It's kind of undeniable," Farley told the Free Press. "Tesla made a billion
dollars, a billion dollars in the second quarter. ... They were very profitable in the vehicle business. And,
as well, the battery-electric business in Europe is like 12% of the market. It's going really fast."
'Totally clean sheet'
Longtime industry observer John McElroy, host of "Autoline After Hours" podcast and webcast, said,
"Ford is going all-in on electrics. Instead of taking existing models and modifying them to be electric, it's
going total clean sheet."
Efficiency created by these huge investments will pay off immediately, he said.
"This is absolutely Farley doing it. He's leading the charge," McElroy said. "As recently as two years ago,
there was a lot of skepticism on whether electric vehicles would ever catch on. Fast forward to today, and
it's obviously come on very strong. This is a decision General Motors made several years ago. It's
catchup for Ford, but still early days. They're not way behind."
Flying without a net

And while President Joe Biden and members of Congress have been highly engaged in developing an
infrastructure plan, this business investment is not dependent on federal policy in Washington, Drake
said.
"I would say that collaboration certainly helps," she said during a media briefing. "It makes this
acceleration much easier. Our plan is not built on one administration's policies or another. Our plan is our
vision and our plan. But certainly we would like to see help on consumer adoption. It's always helpful to
have incentive packages. But, again, this is our vision and our strategy and we're not reliant on anything
coming out of Washington to deliver it."

High wind could impact Kern until Wednesday
The Bakersfield Californian, Monday, Sept. 27, 2021
The San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District issued a high wind advisory through Tuesday
evening.
Moderate to gusty winds could blow dust and PM10 across the San Joaquin Valley. Smoke from the KNP
Complex and Windy Fire continues to impact Kern County, according to the news release.
Strong winds cause dust to blow from areas with dry soil and create unhealthy concentrations of PM10.
This pollution can aggravate lung disease, trigger asthma attacks and increase risk of respiratory
infections, according to the news release.
Older adults and children should avoid outdoor exercise. To monitor PM10 levels in your area, visit
www.airnow.gov.

Gavin Newsom signs bill aimed at decreasing wildfire smoke exposure for
California farm workers
By Kim Bojórquez
Fresno Bee, Monday, Sept. 27, 2021
Gov. Gavin Newsom signed a bill Monday aimed at reducing farmworkers’ exposure to wildfire smoke by
allowing them access to the state’s stockpile of N93 masks.
Assembly Bill 73, authored by Assemblymember Robert Rivas, D-Hollister, also known as the
Farmworker Wildfire Smoke Protections Act, would designate agricultural workers as “essential workers”
to allow them access to the California Department of Public Health’s stockpile of personal protective
equipment, including masks.
“California is holding corporations accountable and recognizing the dignity and humanity of our workers,
who have helped build the fifth-largest economy in the world,” Newsom said in a statement after signing
numerous workplace safety bills. “These measures protect marginalized low-wage workers, many of
whom are women of color and immigrants, ensuring they are paid what they are due and improving
workplace conditions. We are committed to having their backs as we work to build a stronger, more
inclusive economy.”
The bill would also charge Cal/OSHA with sending a “wildfire strike team” to investigate wildfire smoke
protection requirements at agricultural work sites when air quality standards reach dangerous levels.
Under the bill, Cal/OSHA is required to distribute wildfire safety guidelines to farmworkers in both English
and Spanish.
A similar bill was introduced last year by state Sen. Richard Pan, D-Sacramento, to allow health care
workers and other essential workers to access the state’s N95 mask stockpile amid the coronavirus
pandemic.
“Our state is yet again experiencing a catastrophic wildfire season and continues to battle COVID-19.
While many of us have had the privilege to work from home, our farmworkers weren’t so lucky – instead,
they continue to work the smoky fields to feed the nation and sustain a multi-billion dollar industry,” Rivas
said in a statement.

California employs an estimated 800,000 agricultural workers, according to a study released by the
Clinica de Salud del Valle de Salinas and the UC Berkeley School of Public Health. The state’s
agricultural industry produces an estimated $50 billion in revenue a year.
The bill was backed by the California Latino Legislative Caucus, which said it was essential to increase
workplace protections for farmworkers from poor air quality caused by California’s wildfires.
One 2020 study conducted by the Western Center for Agricultural Health and Safety at UC Davis found
the increase of severe wildfires in the state posed serious health risks for California’s agricultural workers
exposed to ash. Researchers recommended that policymakers pay close attention to the “health risks of
farmworkers working in areas recovering from a wildfire and/or in areas with repeated wildfires.”

